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POP MUSIC at the Big Little Science Centre 
 
Gord Stewart, Executive Director of the BIG Little Science Centre, shows @KOOL visitors how to make 
music (?) using pop cans and a blast from a can of compressed air. The sound is loud and annoying, but kids are 
delighted with it.   
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BBBIIIGGGSSSccciiieeennnccceee   
This Newsletter is a publication of BIG Little Science Centre Society Box 882 Station Main Kamloops BC V2C 5M8 

Location: George Hilliard School 985 Holt Street Kamloops BC V2B 5H1 Website  http://blscs.org 
Executive Director: Gord Stewart Phone (250) 554 2572 or (250) 554 BLSC  E-Mail: gord@blscs.org 

Assistant Operator: Susan Hammond Phone (250) 554 2572 or (250) 554 BLSC E-Mail: susan@blscs.org 
Newsletter Editor:  Dr. Gordon R. Gore  #200 - 760 Mayfair Street Kamloops BC  V2B 0E5   

Phone: (778) 470 8332  E-Mail: gordongore0@gmail.com 
 

More than 111,000 people have enjoyed visits to or from the BIG Little Science Centre!  
 

This Newsletter is received by more than 1,200 readers. 
Back issues of BIGScience can be viewed at http://www.blscs.org/Downloads/Newsletters/ 

 

The BIG Little Science Centre is open to the public at these times: 
Tuesday to Saturday 10:00 AM to 4:00 PM 

CLOSED SUNDAYS and HOLIDAYS 
Phone: 250 554 2572   E-mail Gord@blscs.org  or  Susan@blscs.org 

 
A family membership is $60.00/year. An individual membership is $45.00/year. A family membership consists 
of five directly related people. (This includes any combination of grandparents, parents and children).!Individual 
day rates are:  

Adults $6     Seniors $4      Youth $3        Family $15. 
Adults – ages 16 to 59          Seniors – ages  60+         Youth – ages 6 to 15 
Visit our website blscs.org for more details on the benefits of membership. 

 

Aberdeen Elementary Visitor 
 

 
 

Claire Fortems of Aberdeen Elementary School had the right kind of hair for the Van de Graaff static 
electricity generator. Claire is in Pam Doherty’s class. 
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South Kamloops Secondary School Science Club Visits 
 

   
 

       
 

     
 

SKSS science and biology teacher Dom Comita brought some of his science club members to visit the BIG Little 
Science Centre on November 26.  The group watched Gordon Gore’s Light and Colour Show, and then visited the 
hands-on rooms. 
 We would love to see more senior secondary students at the Centre. We have several senior students who 
volunteer on Saturdays, and they seem to enjoy themselves. We welcome ideas for possible displays that might be of 
particular interest to older students, so that we can attract more visits by senior secondary classes. 
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New Displays at the BIG Little Science Centre 
Gordon Gore 

 

   
 

Elementary Circuits: A series circuit and a parallel/series circuit are on this board. A hand generator is used to 
send current through the lamps. Lamp voltage ratings are selected so that it is difficult to burn out the bulbs by 
generating too high a source voltage. 

 

  
 

Sand Pendulum: The overall length of the pendulum is four times the length of the ‘cone’ pendulum, which 
swings at a right angle to the main pendulum. This means that the main pendulum has one-half the frequency of 
the smaller cone pendulum. The smaller pendulum swings twice while the main pendulum swings just once. 
Sand dropping from the cone traces out either a figure ‘8’ or a half-circle. Physics 11 students studying period, 
frequency and pendulums might find this display of interest. 
 
Some of our new displays may not be in the hands-on rooms. They will be displayed when the topics are 
appropriate for the visiting groups. 
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Gears 
 

  
 

  
 
These models would be appropriate for a class studying types of simple machines. 

 

Another Aberdeen Visitor 

   
Michael MacDonald is in Pam Doherty’s Grade 5 class. In this photograph, Michael is launching flying 
saucers from his head. He and the flying saucers are all electrically charged. 
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Sound and Waves Show for @KOOL Students 
 

 
 

112 Decibels! (Testing with the Decibel meter) 
 

   
 
Left: Willem plays a toy harp to illustrate the relationship between string length and pitch. Gord Stewart was the 
demonstrator.  Right: Caydon proudly watches his little sister Ksyrium ‘make waves’ with a plastic spring. (Little 
Ksyrium wanted to be part of everything at this show.) 
 
The Sound and Waves Show examines questions such as these: What is a vibration? What are some ways to make musical 
sounds? What are ‘beats’? What frequencies can humans hear? How does sound travel? What is a sound wave? Can 
sound travel in a vacuum? 
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It was a pleasure presenting science concepts to @KOOL School students, which included several families. Pictured 
above is Heather (Mom) with four of her children: Kellen, Caydon, Cadel and Ksyrium.  

 

 
 

Annette Jervis brought her photogenic family to all the @KOOL sessions.  
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Guiness World Record Attempt 
Susan Hammond 

 
WE DID IT!!!  

 
 Bert Edwards Science and Technology School (BEST), working with BIG Little 
Science Centre, has had our results for the Guinness World Record ACCEPTED! We are now 
officially part of a new World Record for a science lesson, along with many other schools from 
across Canada, and will be listed in the Guinness World Records.  Working at BIG Little 
Science Centre, BEST intermediate students took part in a Canada-wide record for "Largest 
Simultaneous Practical Science Lesson in multiple venues; same time and same lesson."  The 
experiments involved performing and observing how materials react to the movement of fluids, 
following Bernoulli’s Principle. 
  
 BEST students did two different experiments; first they predicted what would happen and 
then they performed the experiments to observe what really happened. Experiment 1 involved 
blowing between two balloons held about 10 centimetres apart. Experiment 2 involved blowing 
through a drinking straw, straight across the top of another straw standing upright in water. 
 
 Organized by the Government of Canada, this record attempt was a giant undertaking. 
Over 85 grade 4 to 6 students from Bert Edwards participated, along with teachers Rob 
Wielgoz (local organizer), Mr. Bloom, Mrs. Villeneuve, Mr. Wagner, Ms. Shelton-Lawson 
and Ms. Mauro. We would like to thank the many community volunteers who also assisted, 
including: Bill Quast, Carol Paulsen, Rae Nixon, Lloyd Nixon, Irene Desrocher, Matt 
Reudink, and David Green. Representing BIG Little Science Centre were Gordon Gore, 
Lance Rousselle and Susan Hammond. 
 
 This event took place on October 12, 2012 from 10:00am to 10:30am, and is the first time 
this record has been tried. Results are still being examined, but BEST's results have been 
accepted. Check out the info and photos listed under the National Science and Technology 
Week part of the Government of Canada’s Science website at www.science.bc.ca. There is a 
link right to photos from the Bert Edwards Science and Technology School. 
 

Stay tuned for the upcoming video link at the BIG Little Science Centre website. 
(www.blscs.org) 

 
Guinness Book of World Records Attempt 

 
http://blogs.science.gc.ca/blog/2012/11/16/bert-edwards-science-and-technology-school/?lang=en 
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Aberdeen Elementary Visit 
 

     
 

 
 

Samuel Lansing is a happy young fellow from Aberdeen Elementary School. He came to the BIG Little 
Science Centre to learn about dinosaurs, but he also spent quality time in the hands-on rooms. He just might be 
a future physicist, because he is determined to know why things work the way they do. His teacher Kathryn 
Tupper helps Samuel figure out the ‘cone that runs uphill’. 
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BIG Little Science Centre 

985 Holt Street (Brocklehurst) 
Kamloops, BC 

http://blscs.org      250 554 2572 
 

 

Make it YOUR Science Centre! 
 
 


